
Why eX200 Web Series

The new link for Industrial Automation Platforms
reliability of Made in Italy HMIs with the capacity of Industrial PCS

The new link for IIoT

EXOR eX200 Web Series: a powerful 
user interface that adjusts to needs.

The eX200 Web Series offers an advanced web browsing 
experience, particularly useful for IIoT applications. 

The new HMI suits OEM needs: cabinet mounting, plastic 
case, multitouch display are the main hardware features, all 
of this supported by high web performance and connectivity 
benefits. Multi-core processor for increased 

computing power

Main features
• 5’’ to 15’’ Touchscreen

• Capacitive Multitouch

• 64-bit CPU, 1.6 GHz

• 1 Ethernet port

• Web Browser

• CORVINA Remote Connectivity - Option

High-performance browser with a high 
degree of software compatibility

Wide temperature range for 
performance in any situation

Cutting-edge user interface integrated 
into the BSP

The web version differs from traditional systems. 

It eliminates managing licenses, software installation, 
and configuration complexity. 

Web-based systems enable app installation and 
execution through any browser, ensuring access to the 
latest versions.



The X Platform world
In the dynamic world of industrial automation, the X Platform exists to bridge the gap between the aspirations of machine 
builders and the real-world needs of factory owners. The platform serves as a comprehensive toolbox, helping you address 
current challenges while preparing for future ones.

The X Platform is more than just technology; it’s a partnership. It empowers you to tailor solutions to your unique challenges, 
ensuring that you remain at the forefront of industrial innovation. The goal is to give machine builders the freedom to focus on 
what they do best: creating outstanding machines that meet the needs of factory owners like you.

What is a Today’s Need…
1. Edge Security - Protecting your data 

and your business.
2. Remote Access &VPN– Simplifying 

system integration, providing you 
with the ability to monitor and adjust 
processes anywhere.

3. FleetManagement - Making updates 
remotely: time and resource saving.

…  a Tomorrow’s Want …
1. Remote & ConditionMonitoring - 

Giving you the tools for proactive 
diagnostics.

2. OEE & Energy Efficiency - Monitoring 
and managing resources for 
sustainable growth.

3. Performance Consultancy - Offering 
insights into optimizing your 
machinery’s potential.

… and a Future Vision?
1. Marketplace Integration - Creating 

potential channels for resource and 
information exchange.

2. Virtual Logic Control - Preparing for 
the possibilities of AI-driven process 
enhancements.
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